
Sales, Content and Service Disclaimer 
Jaybro Group Pty Ltd (ABN: 48 159 122 488) trading as Jaybro,(Fortress Fencing, 
Brandwrap, Geomasta) supply goods and provide services to you, solely in 
accordance with our terms and conditions. Our terms of trading can be found 
at www.jaybro.com.au/termsandconditions. As we do not provide advice, it is 
your responsibility to satisfy yourself that any product or service you receive 
from us meets your particular needs and requirements. 

The statements for recommended use and suitability of Temporary Fencing as 
found in https://www.jaybro.com.au/road-safety-road-signage/temporary-
fencing-barriers/fencing-meshes-panels/2000-temp-fence-panel.html are based 
on normal site and weather conditions within the AS4687 where the product has 
been installed by an experienced and competent installer, and are for general 
guidance only. They are not a warranty as to performance or fitness for a 
particular purpose in a specific environment that may be subject to external 
force, abuse or unusual or extreme weather conditions. You must determine the 
suitability of the product for your purpose prior to purchase. Consult us if you 
have any queries about the product. To the extent permitted by law, we exclude 
our liability for losses suffered or incurred by you arising out of to external force, 
abuse, improper or incorrect installation of the product or where the installer 
did not take into account the use of the product in in conditions to which AS4687 
does not apply. Our terms and conditions of sale apply to all orders. Our 
publications are subject to change without notice. 

Jaybro Civil & safety has taken all reasonable care to produce information that is 
accurate, however, we cannot guarantee that it is free from errors, We reserve 
the right to refuse any order without giving reason. Upon cancellation of an 
order, we will make all reasonable attempts to contact you using the details 
provided. All received monies will be refunded using the method received.O&OE. 

Price Beating Policy Conditions: 1) Product must be the same brand. 2) A written 
quote that is valid must be provided. 3) Excludes freight costs. 4) Excludes 
special 'one off' offers from competitors. 5) Does not include guide signs or 
installation. 6) Does not apply to power tools 

Any contact details given during an interaction with Jaybro may be used by any 
of its related entities (Jaybro, Fortress Fencing, GEOmasta, Win United or 
Cambridge Graphics) to keep you updated with special offers and other 
company information. We completely respect your privacy and will not hesitate 
to cease communication upon request. An unsubscribe link is included in every 
email communication. 

https://www.jaybro.com.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/jaybro-terms-of-trading-v2.pdf
https://www.jaybro.com.au/road-safety-road-signage/temporary-fencing-barriers/fencing-meshes-panels/2000-temp-fence-panel.html
https://www.jaybro.com.au/road-safety-road-signage/temporary-fencing-barriers/fencing-meshes-panels/2000-temp-fence-panel.html


“while excess stocks last” means it ends when the stock runs out. no rainchecks, 
the advertised price or deal is only for the named item(s) that are currently in 
stock (in storage). It does not include any new items of the same name put in 
stock at a later date. EOL meaning obsolete inventory that is at the end of its 
product life cycle and will not be restocked. 

 


